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Professor Suprunenko has kindly drawn to my attention the fact that some of 
the main results of [I] appear in his paper [2]. Even worse, I discovered when 
I checked the review of his paper that I myself had written the review for 
Mathematical Reviews [3] about five years ago. Worse still, it is apparent from 
Suprunenko’s paper that my Theorem 2 is incorrect and renders the analysis in 
the second half of my paper incomplete. 
However, my Theorem 2 can be corrected, and it seems worthwhile doing this 
since it leads to a complete description of all conjugacy classes of irreducible 
solvable groups of CL@, K) f or all odd primes p. Suprunenko’s paper [2] only 
gives this complete description in the case where 2 is a primitive root (modp), 
and obtains a partial description in the other cases. The following is a statement 
of the corrected theorem and an outline of the changes necessary in the paper as 
a result of this correction (notation follows [l]). 
THEOREM 2’. Let K be a real field and p be an odd prime. Then 
(i) Each finite irreducible solvable subgroup of GL(p, K) is conjugate to a 
subgroup of the form AH, where A is a subgroup of D, A g Z, H is a subgroup of 
PZ with (x) _C H and H f? D = 1. Moreover, if Z _C A then we can choose H C P. 
(ii) Let Gi = AiHz (i = 1,2) b e subgroups of the above form (with Hi _C P 
when Z _C AJ. Then GI is conjugate to G, in GL(p, K) if and only if HI = H, and 
w-~A,w = A, fobr some w E (y). 
Remark. The conditions in (i) imply immediately that A = AH n D (and 
soAisnormalinAH)andthatH=PZnAHifZgAandH=PnAHif 
ZCA. 
Proof. (i) The proof of this is essentially contained in the first paragraph 
of the’proof of Theorem 2 of [I]. H owever, in the third to last sentence there is a 
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mistake: if Z $ d then we can only conclude Gr C APZ. Thus in general we can 
only conclude GI = AH with H = Gl n PZ. Note that we still have H n 
since Hn.DC(PZnD)n(GnD) = ZnA = 1 because ZgA and 
IZ/ =2. 
(ii) Since (Pi?)’ = (x> every subgroup of PZ containing (x) is normalized by 
(y). Thus if HI = Ha and wlA,w = A, f or some w E ( y)? then GI is conjugate 
to G2 under Z.U. 
Conversely, suppose that Gr is conjugate to Ga in GL(p, K). Then, since 
is a Sylowp-group in both GL and G, , we can find u E GL(p, K) and u-lGL;u 
and u-~(x)u = (x). From the structure of P we know that all nontrivial powers 
of x are conjugate under y, hence for some w E (y) and a = UW-1 we have 
&XV = X. We shall show that z&A,w = A, and HI = H2 . 
First of all, since each Hi is isomorphic to a transitive solvable permutatim 
group of prime degree p f 2, the maximal normal 2-subgroup O,(H,) of ~7~ 
equals 1. Thus O,(GJ = Ai (i = 1,2) an d so u-rGr,~ = G, implies u-rA,u = L& _ 
ence v-IA,v = WA& C D. By the conditions of (i) this shows that there 
exist nonscalar elements b, c E D (with b E A,) such that 1;-% = C. On the other 
hand, since the characteristic polynomial of x has distinct roots and v commutes 
with X, therefore v = Crli olixi for some 01~ E K. Now since x is a cyclic permuta- 
tion matrix and b and c are diagonal, no two of the monomiat matrices S_yi - SC 
(z’ = 0, I ,...) p - 1) have a nonzero entry in a common position. Hence from the 
condition bv = vc we deduce that oli(bxi - x26) = 0 for each i. The lat:er 
conditions imply that only one oli can be nonzero. Indeed, If cy. and 01~ were 
nonzero for i # j, then x?bxi = c = x-jbxj and so lp commutes kth x; this is 
impossible because b is a nonscalar diagonal matrix by hypothesis. Thus only one 
a, is nonzero and v = olixi. Now A, = u+A,u = ZV-~V-~A,VW = w-~,~,u: since 
<x) _c f& and HI normalizes A,. Also u-lMIu = HI because x and w both 
Thus A&, = UT~A,H~U = A,Hl and A, CT IT2 = A, CT 
= I. In particular, HI and H2 have the same order. Clearly Z is 
h Ai or else Z is contained in neither. If Z 2 9, 9 then IB, C P 
and so N,CPnA,H, =Sr,. If ZeAi, then n A,H, = a2 . 
Hence in either case HI = He and the proof of Theorem 2’ is complete. 
11: follows from Theorem 2’ that each conjugacy class of finite irreducibk 
subgroup of GL(p, K) is characterized by a subgroup H of E’Z and an H- 
invariant subgroup A of L? (satisfying the conditions in (i)), and that H is uni- 
guely determined while A is determined to within conjugacp under (y). The 
analysis of Theorem 3 of 111 now goes through unchanged to show (in the 
notation there) that for a given H satisfying the conditions of (i) the number of 
corresponding conjugacy classes is f(d) if N g P (since then Z L& A) and Zjf(cZ) 
if H C P (since then either 2 C A or Z e A>. Now if N satisfies the conditions 
of (i) and H 4 P, then the subgroups N = H n P and HO = 232 n P satisfy 
(x) _C Ho C P and / Ho : N j = 2; they completely determine H since H = 
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N u (H,,\N)(-I). Conversely, given any subgroup IS,, of even order with 
(x) _C H,, _C P, Ho has a unique subgroup N of index 2 since P/(x> is cyclic; 
then H = N u (H,,\Nj(-1) is a subgroup of the same order in PZ with 
H n D = 1 and (xi c H g P. Thus for each Y dividingp - 1 there is a unique 
subgroup H of order pi with (x) _C H C P since P/(x) is cyclic. On the other 
hand, there is a subgroup H of order pr in PZ with (x) _C H g P and H n D = 1 
if and only if r is even (and then only one possible sugroup).. These are the only 
possible subgroups H satisfying conditions (i). Consequently, with the notation 
of Theorem 3, the total number N of conjugacy classes of finite irreducible 
solvable subgroups of GL(p, K) is 
where E,. = 0 or 1 depending whether I is odd or even, respectively, and [Y, k] is 
the least-common multiple of Y and the order k of 2 (modp). When 2 is a 
primitive root (modp), then (*) reduces to N = 26(p - 1) + S($(p - 1)) 
where 6 is the divisor function; this result was obtained in [2]. However, (*) can 
be used to calculate N for any prime p. The table given in [1] for N for p < 100 
for which 2 is not a primitive root must be revised as follows: 
p = 7 17 23 31 41 43 47 71 73 79 89 97 
N = 14 25 14 84 38 40 14 28 282 28 188 62 
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